let us dream a little more
Stone Designs. Winter 2019

Stone is a multi-disciplinary study which develops
interior design and product projects through a
perspective that makes them unique. Its main asset
is its human factor. Stone makes projects for and
because of the people. Cutting-edge projects; for
nearly 25 years, we have always focused on the same
objective: to help each other be happier day after day.
Because at Stone nothing comes before the idea and
the people. At Stone, we speak of nothing beyond life
experience. An extremely basic idea that many have
forgotten.
For this reason, Stone would be nothing without its
team. A team made up of brilliant, capable people:
working with them is a unique and marvelous
experience. Because when we speak about people,
Stone passes with flying colors. For this reason,
regardless of the type or size of project, from a
Sheraton resort, a Lexus car or offices for Coca-Cola,
the Stone team always approaches it with the same
humility, enthusiasm and commitment. Because for
them there is no other way; because they cannot think
of anything else but us all, offering the best and most
beautiful things from the bottom of their hearts.

Stone Designs es un estudio multidisciplinar en el
que se desarrollan proyectos tanto de interiorismo
como de producto, pero desde un prisma que los
hace únicos. Ese valor no es otro que el humano.
Stone hace proyectos por y para la gente. Proyectos
de vanguardia porque siempre, durante ya casi 25
años, han estado centrados en el mismo objetivo, que
no es otro que ayudarnos a ser cada día más felices.
Porque en Stone nada se antepone entre la idea y las
personas. En Stone no hablan de nada más allá de
la experiencia de vivir. Una idea tan extremadamente
básica, que muchos la han olvidado.
Por eso Stone no sería nada sin el equipo que lo forma.
Un equipo compuesto por gente brillante y capacitada,
que hace que trabajar con ellos sea una experiencia
única y maravillosa. Porque cuando hablamos de
personas, Stone tiene matrícula de honor.
Por este motivo, da igual la tipología del proyecto o
el tamaño, desde un resort para Sheraton, un coche
para Lexus o las oficinas para Coca-Cola, el equipo
de Stone siempre lo aborda con la misma humildad,
entusiasmo y compromiso. Porque no les sale de otra
forma, porque no son capaces de pensar en nada más
que en todos nosotros y en dejarnos lo mejor y más
bonito de lo más profundo de sus corazones.
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After 15 years located in the heart of Madrid, we needed a larger place
where we were surrounded by nature that inspires us in our projects.
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With the new of fice ca
me the little Mateo, al
ways
watching everything!
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sticks!
Lula loves the
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CUTU MAZUELOS

EVA PREGO

CO-FOUNDER
INTERIOR & PRODUCT DESIGNER

CO-FOUNDER
INTERIOR & PRODUCT DESIGNER

Chaotic, impetuous, irrational... I am that person that tries,
every day, to fill with energy the hearts of all this team that I
love as if they were my own children. Together with Eva, we
steer this ship which does not require any direction; at this
point, all those who share their days with me have exceeded
me by far. But I never say that out loud, because they still
haven’t realized it yet.... Let them reach new heights!

She is, arguably, the most brilliant person you will ever meet.
With a crazy genius, she is full of eccentricities and anecdotes
that would fill a book. Eva is persistence and talent hand in
hand. A person that does not fail, who always looks for more
and, like all geniuses, sees life from her own particular point
of view.

RAQUEL JUANAS
FINANCIAL MANAGER

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

ISABEL GALINDO

ALBERTO MONTEAGUDO

Fun, sarcastic, with a dry sense of humor... Raquel is the
cornerstone of Stone. Not because she is in charge of finance,
but because she has 22 years of experience demonstrating
that a project as idealistic as this study was possible. Raquel
does not represent the values of Stone; Raquel created them
and branded them onto the hearts of all those that have
passed through here. Her legacy is so large, that it would
take three web pages just to mention her most valuable
contributions.

Visionary, energetic, ambitious. Isabel has everything it takes
to be the best sales manager. The vision and enthusiasm she
provides, every day and without fail, is something we admired
about her from day one. A person that would never sell
anything that she didn’t strongly believe in.

Alberto’s eye from behind his camera generates a universe
that few could reach. Environments that perfectly reflect,
poetically and spontaneously, those which others can only
dream of. A genius behind the camera, hiding a talented
person with lots of stories to tell.

PHOTOGRAPHER

DIANA RUBIO

JULIO EGEA

JUAN C. CUÉLLAR

SARA ELIZAGARATE

PAULA TROCAOLA

SOFÍA ALONSO

Dreamer, efficient and tenacious. The only thing greater than
Diana’s talent are her human qualities. She is one of those
people that leaves her own mark on each project, making it
special. The experience of working with her, her great taste
and devotion to quality, always translate into compliments
from our clients.

Julio’s level of commitment to each project is exceptional.
He takes it, makes it his own and, from then on, nothing will
deviate the project from its course. Julio does not falter; his
ability to resolve any adverse situation provides him with
a global vision where nothing is left to chance. A fabulous
architect that doesn’t shy away from any challenge.

Impetuous, versatile and brilliant. Juan always has a solution
for everything. Passionate about mechanics and technical
solutions, no product or constructive detail is too big for him.
Behind all those tattoos, there is a large heart and a dedicated
professional.

Creative, with a special sensitivity for creating evocative
surroundings. If a new product arises in the study, Sara will
surround it with the best imaginable atmosphere. Passionate
and with an assertive personality, she is capable of facing any
challenge, always surpassing expectations.

Despite being the youngest in the team, she is one of its most
sensible members. With a fine instinct and maturity beyond
her years, Paula is a diamond in the rough who, from the
moment she started at Stone, has not stopped demonstrating
that she shines brighter and brighter every day.

Pragmatic and diligent. You only have to offer Sofia a project
to know that she will not rest until it is finished. One of those
people whose effectiveness and talent support any project she
undertakes. Regardless of the project, you can rest assured
that she guarantees quality.
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we stayed in cantabria for a few days making our promo video, and we took some pictures like this, with
many of our pieces in the best place they could be!!!
here everything is so alive!!! you can feel the wet grass under your feet and all these bugs playing like
an orchestra... it’s just the place where i want to spend my life.

PRODUCT
projects
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c-ball

The image of the solar system and the orbits generated by its planets were the inspiration that
led Stone Designs to create the C_Ball collection. This collection not only covers all the possible
typologies of lights, but also inherits from the original concept the function of system, where it’s
possible to build any lighting solution.
This is a collection between classic and contemporary, timeless and elegant, with a clear vocation of
service to the place where it’s located. It’s made to coexist in different environments. It doesn’t
look for showing off, but it has a special character. It’s a clean collection, where details have a
special importance; it makes us dream with far worlds, like the ones that Julio Verne imagined when he
wrote his novels.
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C_Ball are thought for living long in time, for providing the value that just the timeless, functional
and delicate design offers. It’s a conjunction of celestial objects in perfect synchrony and it
perfectly achieves its goal of generating the perfect atmosphere in any circumstance.
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MISKO

The Misko collection is inspired by the Japanese Akari lamps. Its delicateness and the almost perfect
diffusion of light are attributes that this collection wanted to push into value through a revolutionary
concept.
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Misko is created from a wooden disc where the source of light is located. This is an impeccable element
that supports three different diffusers made of blown glass. The texture reminds to their Japanese
equivalents.
Misko is born as a system where users are able to combine up to three diffusers as they want. This
provides a wide range of possibilities and allows users to do their own creations, fitting that way into
any environment.
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pocket
chair
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“We came up with the idea in a ski resort, People pile up their goggles, helmets and backpacks on the
table during breakfast and lunch, so that it doesn’t pick up dirt from the floor. What a mess. And it
steals table space from the restaurateur too. We just had to come up with an answer!”
Pocket offers an elegant solution to a hitherto unmet need. The cup-like chair sits tight and sturdy
on its short, angled legs while the shell expands slightly upward in a comfortable embrace. Pocket
offers perfect extra-storage for busy public spaces such as hotel lobbies, waiting areas, bars, and
restaurants. Pocket will also keep things neat and tidy at the of office, and why not at home as
well?
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context
Decontextualization of objects is a very usual practice among artists,
but not very stablished among designers, for who every design seems to be
related to just one use.
The Context collection is the result of a reflection on the limits of the
space and the use of those pieces. A reflection that reaches his highest
point with the join of elements that are apparently destined to different
uses, but that in this case merge in a final result that creates a wonderful
poem of textures, colors and perspectives very different to the usual ones.
Volumes that emerge from the walls to dismantle our 3 dimensions’
perception. Shapes that flow like water, sowing color and warmth in its
path. From a bed that turns into a carpet, or a carpet that turns into a
shelf, the delicate mix between bamboo and silk with solid wood, adds a
level of quality and warmth.
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arc

Arc is inspired by the arcades of the Colosseum in Rome and
can be used in many vertical and horizontal configurations. The
panels deflect irritating sound as the reliefs absorb soundwaves
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GAIA

Gaia emerges directly from the earth.

Gaia Means nature for us, Gaia represents the print of a planet. We divide Gaia in four pieces,
representing the four basic elements, fire, earth, wind and water. The four elements will combine on
millions of different ways, so that, we cut Gaia in four symmetrical pieces to create an infinite range
of possible combinations.
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ginkgo

In Japan, the ginkgo tree is venerated. Several ginkgo trees survived the atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 and continue to live today. For this reason, the trees are
considered a ' bearer of hope'' and a symbol of resilience and peace on the island nation.
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That is why the distinctive fan-shaped ginkgo leaf is a popular motif in Japanese art and
is used in the logos of the city of Tokyo and railway logo companie Toei.
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Here is the result, a repeatable element that will shape on thousands of different combinations, as
elegance as japanese love to do everything.
We love the traditional japanese pictures, where they use their cultural icons to compose their
landscapes!!!
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sieve
collection
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Twinkle

The glitter of a sparkler, the crackle of fire, the vibrant light of stars… from all of them rises up
the Twinkle collection. A piece that plays with the color of the grouting as a determining element in
the design. A piece that provides the right quantity of character to full any space, without being the
main role and coexisting in perfect harmony with everything around. A design that invites prescribers
to make from it, its own piece, writing a three-dimensional poem, where light and color gain a special
relevance.
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BOWL
64

Playing with organic shapes and delicate relieves, we have created Bowl.
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Through an infinite variety of combinations, this
tile offers the possibility of conceiving spaces
and generating different effects according to
the pieces orientation. We love combining colors,
that’s why in this design we enjoy playing with the
repetition of the elements, which allows working
with simple colors or gradient pastel colors.
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BEND

Bend is born with the idea of providing movement and life. It’s an elastic, modular and organic collection
inspired by the meanders along rivers. Same as these meanders carve its way through the land, Bend flows
through the spaces, generating different rest areas adapted to all users and fitted with all connectivity
functions that society requests.
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The Bend program includes all necessary elements to cover a wide range of situations. Electrified
satellite tables to charge any gadget, central table with flowerpot stand to integrate nature or auxiliary
tables to leave the mobile phone or eat something.

The different depth of the seats generates the organic movement that allows Bend to never be seen as a
lineal and uniform piece.
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petals
i love flowers...
because they keep a wonderful secret inside, because under the colorful petals it's the secret of
creation, the treasure of a little space where their future is under a beautiful shape to seduce and
make let them exist for generations.
petals means the privacy and warmth of the interior, creating a micro space where you will feel safe
and relax with a cup of tea or maybe having an easy chat in the hotel’s lobby
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Castle lamp

Looking for a lamp that generated architecture,
we created the Castle collection. A piece
inspired by the old battlements of the castles
that thanks to its different sizes and its
simple union system, makes it able to do multiple
combinations that produce a nice illumination
and create little architectural ensembles in any
interior.
The combination of the plywood ring and the white
light diffuser provides the spaces with a lot of
warmth that added to its different sizes, make
this lamp a good solution to light up big and small
rooms.
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scout
we really love enamel metal lamps and objects, also because they are disappearing from the market. with
this lamp we try to give a new interpretation inspired by the old enamel cups that we used in our old
days in the scouts giving it a new use taken from that wonderful old days.
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the lamp can be orientated with a very simple mechanism that allows to decide the light direction.
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One day one woman asked him
‘what do you to survive?’
he said ‘oh my dear listen here’
and this is what he cried
On my feet I wear two shoes for dancing
‘dancing to be free’
my feet they’re paying tribute to
the Bobby Marley legacy

cloudy chair

the cloudy chair was created after my trip to Romania. i spent there 5 days racing on the woods with my ktm 300, and it was
constantly cloudy. It was wonderful to see how the clouds went everyday across the trees, and how the trees tried to find a
pale sun ray above the clouds....

My knees they’ve got some cuts and bruises
from skating all my days
when i’m skating with my friends
my troubles drift away
I say my legs they’re wearing baggy pants
I like to move around
cos getting down and jumping up
these are some good things that I found
boom
boom
boom
boom

shak
shak
shak
shak

the empire be rising
we making some lovin
the greedy men running
got two shoes for dancin

My waist it’s got a slinky belt
with a clip that’s quick to open
because loving is the sweetest thing
and from my waist it happen
And my stomachs got some tasty food
that’s making me feel good
cos sharing some meals is something
i wish the world could do
And my chest it wears a singlet
ah my chest it beating proud
my chest suggest I am a man
that no institution can knock down
And around my neck is superstition
hanging from a chain
because i’ve got my gods but in the end
I make my own way
My mouth it’s got a great big smile
that shows some great big teeth
to friends it brings a happiness
and to enemies it means defeat
And my eyes they’ve got some vision
that can see through many lies
ah my eyes they look for better things
the better things to see in life
And my ears are wearing head phones
that do play my favourite songs
not music i’m told to like
but the songs that make me dance along
Cos on my feet are shoes for dancing
‘dancing to be free’
my feet they’re paying tribute to
the bobby marley legacy
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two shoes
the cat empire
ost of the bike video “seasons” an amazing dvd about
6 bikers during a year in their lives.
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trip to usa! we
have been many
times there, but
we always love
coming back to
san francisco.
it’s quiet and
everything
flows like a
good wave. nice
people and many
friends in san
francisco.
an american icon, the
newspaper boxes.

you’re right, i´m not working

downtown on our strida
bikes!!

there´s millions of textures in NYC,
you just have to watch out.

hot dogs? who wants a hot
dog?
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beach life guard hut in santa cruz
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a3 a4
lamps
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Most of the times, beauty hides behind the simplest gestures. From this idea emerges the A3 and A4
lamp collection. The movement of pulling slightly one of the corners shows us the intention to share the
warmth of the light that comes from behind the wood plane. A nice lamp in which the wood end provides
with the needed warmth and texture in any space or the ideal indirect light to generate a unique
atmosphere.
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IRELAND
There is a wonderful landscape in Ireland called “The Giant’s Causeway”. The legend talks about two
giants that created this amazing basalt path to cross the Ocean between them.
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Ireland at Stone Designs Studio

Inspiring on this landscape that we have visited
recently, we found a solution to create a new
typology of a lightning object, where deconstruction
turns on a beautiful color and shape explosion that
will fit to any ambient and become a lightning
sculpture.
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MatriosHka

We are not very much in favor of mixing different concepts in one piece, above all because we like
clear and categorical ideas so the user can perceive them very fast and without any effort.
But at the same time, when we have two concepts that complement each other and that work like a
mechanism, we obtain an incredibly magical result.
In this particular case, the idea of the matrioshkas provide us the shape and the excuse to create a
lamp that investigates filtered light trough different colours that are mixed among them, in the same
way as when the ray lights shine through the trees in the woods and reflect all the possible colours,
making the space full of life and shades.
This is a simple and effective way of discovering and bathing the room with colour and warm light, in a
suggestive way which is familiar to us all.
The shape is simple and clear; three diffusers inspired by matrioshkas dolls, one inside the other. We
have made a research with different filters, to see the effect of the light and how it throws the
colour on the objects. The power of the chromatic effect and how the objects come to life with the
colour make of this lamp a living light, that changes all the time and that mixes colour obtaining
countless and different shades.
It can be appreciated in the sketches how the central piece works as the source of light and the other
two pieces make possible the chromatic effect we were looking for.
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snowdrop
Inspired by the flower of the same name, we have created Snowdrop. A clean shape lamp which comes
directly from a garden. The Snowdrop emphasizes the petals effect and it becomes an attractive
element with the colour use. A lamp created to live in any space, thanks to its beauty and natural lines.
A suggestive and colourful piece, but it has just the right importance in any atmosphere.
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shelter

a casual dinning table and bench inspired on the shelter construction technic, where we use every single
board as different element that becomes a unique where the warmth of the wood and the color of its
structure make you dream with a new “country furniture” .
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Shade

The Shade collection has been inspired by Japanese minimalism, the Scandinavian upholsteries’ warmth
and the unmistakable Stone Designs’ finesse.
The geometry of the wood slats from an old blind shape the whole collection, which turns as we pass by,
creating a subtle optical effect in which each piece takes on life and invites us to discover no end
of shades and hidden details behind its structure, where we lose sight in a game of shadows.
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It is a collection with a very marked personality, but polite and silent, that speaks of the space and
the rest of the pieces it shares the place with. It is a collection with the only aim of making us feel
at ease and transmitting us the high quality of the oak texture it is made of, as well as the warmth of
its soft and cosy cushions.
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SWEATER
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LOG STOOL
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sake

Sake in our case is not only a Japanese drink. The
small barrels of this liquor give shape and inspiration
to a collection that domesticates them and turns
them into cosy pieces that are full of life.
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three years ago, we began to practice iaido and kenjutsu on a dojo in madrid. in this way we can
understand better japanese habits, culture and values. the problem is when eva tries to stick her
katana in my head!!. it´s not as “zen” as it looks like.
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on the road

it´s a blanket under the handlebar of my motorbike.
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This bench is pure warmth in winter, discreet, functional and marvellously simple. Inspired by the
travelling rugs that motorbikes carry beneath their front headlight during long trips and American
furniture of the 50’s, it transports you to an empty road through the Arizona deserts and the nights in
authentic dinners or a motel on Route 66. The elastics used to hold the cushion in place, in addition to
being functional, allow two completely different concepts of the piece depending on the viewpoint.
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MUFFIN
The Muffin family emerges from delicate
and well-proportioned combination of wood
and felt.
They are simple and close pieces that make
us smile and fill winter days with warmth,
with no aim other than providing a small
seat to enjoy drinking a warm coffee while
talking to a good friend.
With a marked Scandinavian inspiration, it
is one of those pieces that everybody likes,
exactly for its kindness and closeness.
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by yourshelf

Together with its wooden version, we should highlight that this is one of the pieces we are most proud
of. It is such a simple concept that it required a large prototypal process to obtain the result we were
looking for. It is a bookshelf which functionally strives to achieve some form of gradient so that the
books are always tidy and allow a certain level of movement. But at the same time, it is comprised
of 40x40cm modules which are repeated as many times as necessary to achieve the desired size. As a
modular piece, we can also add different colours as we wish, making our bookshelf unique. The interplay
between the shelves and how they support each other gives rise to a highly architectural end product, a
natural response to its support system.
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spongy sofa
everything is just green!! your dreams look closer on green colours...

spongy is soft, light and warm during fall days. it’s like a friend embracing you.

eva and me. 7:35 Am cantabria, spain.spain.
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minimum space for a good solution!!

spongy sofa
118

spongy armchair
119

two of the most important things in my life, laura and the swiis valleys together.

maldives summer 2004

this is my favourite place in the world. here is
where i feel at home and inspired.
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tea watch

Inspired by the tea ceremony, we have created a watch that uses the tools of this typical Japanese
tradition and brings them together on a little watch.
In the project you can see the bowl, the tea brush in the little hands of the watch, and the tea powder
in a very subtle green hand.
With the kind of materials we suggest, we try to transmit the values of nature, and the love of the
Japanese for nature. This is the reason why apart from plastic, we have suggested doing it in wood and
cork.
The best of this project is the simplicity and the cleanliness it has been done with.
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frosty watch

We love when we wake up in winter and we look out of the window, and we see how the last night water
drops have frozen in the leaves making those ephemeral crystals. This makes you take a deep breath of
fresh air that allows you to bear the rest of the day happier and more relaxed, because you know that
they will disappear quickly but they will be back next morning.
Inspired on this moment, we have designed the frosty watch, like a watch with a drop of frosty water
covering the hands and the machinery, where you can see through the glass but not totally clear, just
like frozen water.
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japan watch

Japan is not just a country, it’s not just its culture, its values, its people... japan for us is a constant
source of inspiration. In this case we have seen this picture and we would love to turn it into a real
project, where we can show all the poetry and the beauty of this garden with the only contrast of the
umbrella.
We have done the japan watch as a game where its hands only appear as a line for a moment, and the rest
of the time, they look as if they have nothing to do between them. This is the most beautiful aspect of
the project, finding the perfect shape just for a few seconds and after that loosing it again till the
next hour...
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lexus

This project was specifically conceived for the ‘Colour and Trim’ Department, which is in charge of
designing the different finishes, upholsteries, colours, etc. In this case, they were looking for a new
typology for the vehicles’ interiors in which the finishes, colours and textures could create a new line
that covered a target audience that at that time was not covered by Lexus. Discovering the L-finesse
concept was certainly a great satisfaction for Eva and Cutu because the values and concepts included
in it, together with its conception of luxury, were completely similar to the Stone Designs’ philosophy.
What surprised most to the Lexus team from Eva and Cutu’s work was their ability to conceptualise the
project and to create a storyline that showed perfectly their philosophy without mentioning or paying
attention to purely aesthetic values. One of the biggest differences when working in this sector is
that, for instance, Lexus used to design the interiors like separate elements, that is, creating first a
combination of colours and upholstery for the passenger’s front seat that afterwards would be cloned in
the driver’s and in the passenger’s back seat.
Eva and Cutu do not understand that way of designing, and they bet for treating the car’s interior
like a global space in which we can have many different experiences and receive a lot of stimulus.
This is why they could not work on isolated elements of a common space. They managed to make the
experience start the moment the user gets in his car and enters the ignition key. This way, the
interior is not an isolated space in the environment but, instead, the landscape pours it out merging
the space so that the user can perceive what happens around him much more intensely, turning the
travelling experience not necessarily into something spectacular or exciting, but into something always
authentic.
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is in sunRISE
In the end the project represents something as simple as the
light, which, on the other hand, is one of the variables that
most influences our perception of landscape, and it is the
responsible of filling our environment with life, colours and
contrast. The same space seen at different day times or even
in different seasons of the year, it changes completely. This is
how, depending on the model, they decided to create one inspired
by the pale morning light. This is the IS model, designed in
blue and gray shades, as a sky extension, with the dashboard in
white. This was something really bold for Lexus because they had
never dared to make white interiors as they were afraid that
would provoke awkward reflections. However, this was exactly
what Cutu and Eva were looking for, that the light fills up the
interior making the user wake up slowly so he can feel the light,
mixed up with dewdrops from a slow dawn, caressing his face.
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RX in sunSHINE
The RX model is inspired by midday, when the light falls
more vertical and it lets us enjoy a lush colour burst in the
landscape, where the shadows are scarcely perceptible and the
flowers shine in the countryside like the stars in a night sky.
For this reasons, and also for its more adventurous character, the
interior was designed adding the red colour, like an evocative
element in a field full of flowers. Red was not used in a massive
way; it was rather mixed up with beige shades to confer it a
brighter aspect and to transmit the user a joyful feeling that
may help him face the new day with a more positive attitude..
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GS in sunset
The GS model. This is the one in which it can be seen more clearly
the concept of working globally in the vehicle’s interior. If we
have a look at the seats, they are upholstered asymmetrically,
but this effect disappears when they are looked at as a whole,
because you can quickly realise that they keep a symmetry all
together, as a whole, but not looking at each element separately.
This model is inspired by the sunset light, specifically by the
moment when you are driving and you take your sunglasses off to
enjoy the kind orangey face of the sun that seems to reconcile
with the user after a long journey. To remark this effect, this
colour has been interpreted like an orange light that covers the
car at the back, as if the last sun shines painted the brown
leathered front seatbacks from the back windscreen, and the sun
embraced their sides, remembering us that the next day it will
come back again to fill with light and energy our simple lives.
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And finally the three models were launched on august 26 2010
under a limited stone designs edition!!!
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Colour recycling bins
for l´oreal
The colour is the only common universal language to all cultures.
The way colour is used can make any daily object become something truly poetic, beautiful and
suggestive. Thanks to the use of colour we can transmit values and feelings in such a direct and
accurate way that we could not do it otherwise. The main idea in this project was to create an element
of simple and friendly shapes in which colour, together with functionality, represent the two ways of
making of this set of containers a reflection of nature within a small object.
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corven sofa
this is the same concept of the fields but warmer, the wrinkles make it more comfortable and the
filling is also softer than the fields version. when you lie down you feel like when your mother covered
you with a blanket. it’s great, specially in winter time.
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we just try to create simple, useful and functional furniture. we already have madonna, michael jackson or
many others for the show. we only want to make you feel comfortable at home, at the office.... everywhere.
we are only designers, that’s all, nothing more than this, and we feel really proud of it. we try to make
you smile, this is the best reward for our work.
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shy family...
shy... it´s not just a word, it´s an attitude that reflects the compromise to be quiet, discreet, simple
and functional to make your life easier. Our day-to-day life is noisy and stressful enough, and all of
us deserve some hours to share with our family or friends after a hard day.
the shy collection, will remind you of your old days at school, or the weekends walking on the woods out
of the city. it´s a chair for breakfast, a table for lunch and a stool for dinner.
think on what you really need for your house and quickly in your mind will appear the shy chair. it
belongs to that kind of essentials out of the trends that dignify your life.
it´s been mixing two materials like oak wood and pipe tube, but giving them a new sense of flow. this
concept makes the shy chair look as one piece, with a compact image and a durable structure that will
serve you for many years.
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coquina chair
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forgotten chair

when you forget something in the forest, the power of nature always reminds me how small we are because,
after some time, whatever we abandon there becomes part of this nature, and the trees embrace it as if
they were welcoming it to this new world. it is amazing how the planet will forgive us everything we
do.
in this chair, the wood embraces the plastic seat combining two different technologies and becoming a
new way of relation between high tech and our environment.
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oak wood structure detail with a plastic seat that makes the chair functional, organic and
comfortable combining two techniques that join tradition and technology...
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WINDSOR chair
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Muji asked us to develop a project for single people that live in very small apartments and do not have
much money for the furniture. we decided to work with pipe tube because it’s cheap and allows us to
create a complete collection for these small houses, with a very harmonious image.

singles
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typical japanese apartment, it’s around 12 m2 !!!!
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in japan you have
to take into
account how to
use the walls
without hanging
anything because
they are too thin
to be drilled. so,
in order to have
shelves on the
desk, we have
created a frame
where you can
hang different
items and use this
storage space
without drilling
the wall.

the tv set works the same way as the desk, you can change the shelves between them and make different
combinations.

the sofa has two versions, one large with an armrest that it is at the same time the headboard of the
bed, and a small version more simple without the armrest and the side table.
we have made a modular bed to keep under the mattress the plastic boxes that muji is selling actually
at its shops.
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palet sofa
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we designed the palet sofa for a company that exclusively manufactures sofa beds. i remember the day
we received the sofa’s structure, i really couldn’t believe it!! it was like a monster!! something really
enormous!! in fact we had little leeway, so we decided to work on its sides and create a piece inspired
by the traditional pallets where all the elements had to be inside the wood structure.
with this solution, we have created a very versatile piece in which the user will be able to decide
among different combinations, different armrest’s heights, having a side table or a magazine rack.
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STICK TABLE
The Stick collection meets the Japanese brand Actus’ need of providing the Japanese market with
a table that allows people to have meetings, eat and have fun around it, but the difference with
this table is that it has lower proportions as usual. The Stick collection was born from this idea
of having a space to share and relax.

On it we have used a walking stick as an archetype to support the whole table. Due to the reduce
height, it could easily look too heavy and that is why all dimensions have been calculated very
carefully.
As a result we get a light table with natural finishes that inspires and invites to sit down
around it, and share a dinner or the best summer anecdote.
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eclipse table

as its name, it is inspired on the rotational
movement of the planets around that stars.
this movement let this piece to be an amazing
useful object where the two table boards will
turn 360 degrees letting you eat on the sofa
turning the table beside you, or growing on
surface according to the space requirements.
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AGUAVIVA BOTTLE

FRONT VIEW
168

SIDEVIEW
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That’s me, ripley and corven biting a
branch. no comment....

ripley oct 97, oct 08.
ripley oct 97, oct 08.
ripley´s legacy... love, love, love,
love, love, love, love, love, love, love,
love, love, love, love, love, love, love,
love.............

walloff
it’s not a dish, it is a tray for your dog, where
you can serve its food like a butler. it’s not only
a joke, it’s functional and a great solution so
the walls don’t get dirty when your dog is eating
or drinking.

corven oct 98. dec 12.
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corven before riding its bike
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radio

The traditional japanese money trays inspired us to create a wood tray where you will leave your cell
phone or coins during the night,the idea is that you wake up every morning feeling the texture of the
natural oak wood in your hand.
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the first sketches nothing have to do with the final result but the concept has been shown from the
beginning
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it is a clean white block inspired by a friendly morning light.

when the alarm clock radio is switched on, you will see under the translucent plastic the numbers or song
information.
the oak tray makes this piece warmer and becomes a new cathegory of product where nature appears as the
main character.
every morning you push the oak tray to stop the
alarm or snooze, and a cold morning gesture becomes
a beautiful and warm experience because the first
thing you feel every morning is the natural oak in
your hand.
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HOSPITALITY
PROJECTS
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JARDINES
DE NIVARIA
hotel
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JARDINES DE NIVARIA

Restaurante
la cúpula
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Jardines de Nivaria is the latest hotel project by Stone Designs together with architectural studio
from Tenerife ImpulsARQ. Very different to what Stone Designs usually does, it was a real challenge
for the studio from Madrid, where they had to adapt themselves to a very noticeable architecture,
respecting at the same time the style that represents the DNA of the Adrián Hoteles company.
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This is the reason why the ceiling represents
the explosion of a supernova, which at nights
gets retro illuminated, generating a spectacular effect in all the space.
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JARDINES DE NIVARIA
solandra

With an Art Nouveau style, the assignment consisted on remodeling the suites, two restaurants, terraces, spa and common areas. The purpose during all the process was to create
something between the best of that style that marked the
beginning of the 20th century and the temporary nature that
demands a project that won’t be changed in many years.
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JARDINES DE NIVARIA
SUITS

In the suites, the aim was to represent in a simple way the style in which they are inspired, but
reinterpreting it in order to update it and not to fall in decorative clichés.
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MERCURE
HOTEL MADRID
The taste of the Spanish bars in the 60’s and the magic of cinema inspired
us to remodel this hotel in the heart of the Argüelles district. This hotel
makes the guest feel at home, but offering different spaces for everyone’s
needs: business or leisure.

According to Kenzo Tange, tradition should be present, but invisible in the final
result,
192
with spaces full of logic and something that gets to the heart of the people.
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russia

eva shooting on a practice field in
st petersburg her ak47

.
avy Day ain in moscow
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sailors

we discovered russia 3 years ago, and we fell in
love inmediately. a culture forged under the cold
winter, but with a passionate heart, that burnt
into the cities.
work with them is always an amazing experience
where we can develop wonderful winter porjects!!!

maria and me celebrating in the cosmonaut
museum our succes in moscow!!!

the c
osmon
aut m
useum
ticke
t

an old amusement park in mosco,w

the russian countryside is such amazing!!
plenty of beautiful traditional architecture
as this izba
our strida bikes in moscow
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MERCURE
HOTEL MOSCOW

The passing of time turns the
most trivial details into real
cultural icons
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IZBA
In this restaurant we have been inspired by
the old Izba, by its architectural richness,
its intense colours and simplicity, in which
we have found all the necessary elements
to turn out a space in a cosy place where
customers feel right at home. We have taken
care of every detail to help the user relax
and have the feeling that he is having a
meal that his mum has just cooked with love.

We have designed a space in which we have merged not only the best of Russian culture and values with
western traditions, but also created a cultural melting pot in which a totally new experience can be
lived. We will feel at any time that we are the main characters of this experience and not just an
ingredient.
We wanted to pay homage to Russian tradition, showing that within its culture there are very often
thousands of creative elements waiting to be rediscovered once more.
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IBIS STYLES
HOTEL

If there has been something in history that has linked east and west cultures, it has been the
eagerness to discover what´s out there. We really think it is an amazing theme and a beautiful tribute
to one of the most important period of the Russian history. the icon of Yuri Gagarin, with his shortness
and his smiling face, brings as a humble and kind image of what was a super hero in the old sixties in
Rusia transcending the world. He represents the best of Rusia, courage, pride and power.
This hotel is located very close to the Cosmonaut Museum, so it will be part of the legacy of a piece
of history, inspiring by the color of it´s pieces and space suits and the shape of it´s spaceships and
rockets. We also mixed it with a bit of vintage style, remembering that period, providing a warm and
cozy aspect for one of the coldest cities in the world
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GRAND HOTEL &
SPA RODINA
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In every single project we always want to honor the local culture and values. Sometimes it is in a very
evident way, sometimes we reflect that in a subtle way in each element that takes part of the whole
project.
In this Project, the Grand Hotel Rodina in Sochi, we believed from the beginning that it had to honor
the best Russian values, combined with the occidental culture and styles. This way we get delightful
rooms and spaces where you can breathe the local culture in every corner.
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The use of natural wood placed in the same way as it was placed in the old Dacha façades, the carpets
becoming the bed headboard. The bohemian crystal lamps or the marble tables, the leather and the wood
melt in unique pieces which emphasize the quality of the warm and cozy suites where any visitant will
feel at home.
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INAWASHIRO
hotel
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“YUKIMI”
The idea behind the Yukimi concept was to bring the snowy landscape to the interior, on a poetic, warm
and cozy way. We create a space that is simply part of that snowy mountain. A peaceful place, simple
and functional, where the users will breath the soft air of the mountains, closing their eyes and feeling
the nature embracing them into the hotel.
Yukimi concept consists on creating a hotel where the users don´t just observe the mountain but where
they really feel part of that nature, understanding we are part of a whole, indivisible and pure. Yukimi
concept opens our hearts to nature, making us feel the mountain taste on every single detail of a
wonderful experience.
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YAKINIKU RIKYU
RESTAURANT

Tradition and modernity are two values that coexist in Japan in perfect harmony. Our
fascination for that respect of the past is something that can be felt at the Yakiniku Rikyu.
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The contrast between oak wood and stainless steel that vanishes at the bottom of the
restaurant, is the best way to present that duality. That mixture makes us savor the streets of
Tokyo and feel the cracker of their barbecues as they invite you to taste the best Japanese
meat.
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As we walk into the private rooms area, the steel vanishes to leave the main role to the wood.
This private rooms are completed with the use of different tatamis, curtains, original art works and a
Korean room, among others, that show that nothing has been chosen randomly.
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el cascarero
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it’s a bar located in a small village supported by orange fields. inspired by this concept we
have proposed a bar where the orange juice flood all over the floor and comes up till the middle
of the wall.
the rest of the shapes are inspired by the orange trees,
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Maxipan is a bakery with a cafe area and its concept arises from the merge between Russian and Western
European culture. This fusion is what we can call the new style of Russian design.
The main idea was to emphasize the values of quality and warmth. So we managed to create a cosy place
using decorative elements inspired by the Russian tradition and combined with ambient lighting which is
a key factor to enhance and create small spaces.
The bakery area is demarcate by a carved wooden roof inspired by the traditional Russian houses. For
the counter we decided that the marble would provide the quality, weight and elegance necessary for the
project.
The cafe area was intended to contrast with the bakery area. It recreates a comfortable environment
with a very faint and pleasant light .
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b&b
fontenebro
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APARTMENT IN
MADRID
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it´s just quiet, simple, clean
and brigth.
the perfect way to find the
calm you need when you come
back home.

the small tiles of the wall remind of the old ny soho industries.
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Adidas VIP suite
at Real Madrid
stadium
We have created for Adidas their VIP suite in the most emblematic football site in Madrid, the Real
Madrid Stadium, Santiago Bernabeu.
In this project we have focused on Adidas’ long tradition with football world, creating both an
exhibition and playful spaces, where visitors can be made to feel truly special.
The project is based on the idea of creating, with a very subtle collection of textures and finishes, a
whole sensory experience that allows the users to appreciate the high quality this brand stands for.
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The walls are black-lacquered natural oak, which transmits values such as ecology, excellence
and compromise with quality. The walls have also been fluted with the same inclination as the
characteristic three stripes from Adidas, mentally reinforcing the strength of its simple logo.
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The space is divided into three levels in order to enhance this vibrant experience and to make us enjoy
more intensely the thrilling matches of one of the best football clubs in the world.
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RETAIL
projects
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Have you ever been bored in a class room, and found yourself trying to draw a house without taking the
pencil off the paper?
Well, this is the concept, familiar to many in which the l“ ine house project” bases its ideas. The main
objective is to create a liveable area, in which all the elements and the space distribution arise from
one continuing form. Conditioned by the fact that it has to be a continuous space without interruptions
and with a beginning and an end.
This, as simple as it sounds, at the same time is equally complicated, with a profound depth into its
development.
To understand this project and its concept well, we have divided it in to three stages of creation.
The first stage is the “concept”, here one only works with the l“ ine” as a constructive and spacious
element, and by this projection, creating a three-dimensional space.
The second stage is the “project”. In this phase the idea has formed more, to create a greater
understanding, and it adds more elements on to the base that was created by the l“ ine”.
And finally the third stage, “the collection”, consists in the study of the several pieces and to find a
solution for each individual piece to extract them from the project and put them into production.
This way, what starts of as an exercise with a strong dose of conceptual design, materialises in to a
collection of finished pieces.

line house project.
milan 2004

¿Alguna vez has jugado aburrido en clase, a dibujar una casita sin levantar el lápiz? Pues es esta idea
que a casi todos nos es familiar, el punto de partida del proyecto l“ ine house project”. El objetivo es
crear un área habitable, en el que todos los elementos y la distribución espacial surjan de una sola línea
continua, utilizando ésta como única herramienta, condicionado además con el hecho de que debe ser un
espacio continuo, sin cortes, con un principio y un fin. Esto es todo así de sencillo pero a la vez así de
complejo, y profundo en lo que a desarrollo se refiere.
Para entender bien el proyecto lo hemos dividido en tres fases de creación.
La primera de ellas es “el concepto”, aquí sólo se trabaja con la línea como elemento constructivo y
espacial, y con la proyección de ésta para crear un espacio tridimensional.
La segunda parte es “el proyecto”. en esta fase la idea ya tiene más forma, de manera que se entiende
mucho mejor y se añaden elementos sobre la base que ha ido creando la línea.
La tercera parte: l“ a colección”. Consiste en el estudio de las piezas y solucionarlas para poder
extraerlas del proyecto, y ponerlas en producción.
De esta forma lo que en un principio es un ejercicio con una fuerte carga conceptual, se materializa en
una colección de piezas terminadas.

someone has to think in the
studio. this is eva´s work.
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it’s the minimum tool to create a habitable space
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ISSEY MIYAKE

We are pleased to present you our last project with the Japanese company Issey Miyake!
We had to wait a long time to collaborate with Issey Miyake, but the wait was really worth it!
10 years after the presentation of our project Line House in the Salone del Mobile in Milan, Issey
Miyake has used it for presenting the new collection 2015 of its brand for men Homme Plissé.
The philosophy of Issey Miyake is to create starting from ”one string” that has a real affinity with
the Line House idea. A minimalist concept, where color plays a key role and where a solid line made with
a metallic tube literally draws an habitable space that fits perfectly with the simplicity, pureness
and the power of colors and pleats of this collection, made by the Japanese mode genius.
Two concepts that merge to proof that two different ideas, created one in each side of the world, can
have a surprising result when they meet each other.
Nuestra colaboración con Issey Miyake se ha hecho esperar, pero ha merecido la pena.
Diez años han pasado desde que presentamos nuestro Line House en el Salón del Mueble de Milán y quién
nos iba a decir, que nada menos que Issey Miyake para su marca de hombre Homme Plissé, iba a utilizarlo
para presentar su colección 2015.
La filosofía de Issey Miyake es “crear partiendo de un hilo”, esta idea encaja a la perfección
con el concepto de nuestro Line House. Un concepto minimalista, donde el color cobra un protagonismo
sobresaliente, en el que una línea continua de tubo de metal dibuja literalmente un espacio habitable, ha
terminado encajando perfectamente con la sencillez, la pureza y la fuerza de los colores y plisados de la
colección del Genio de la moda Japonés.
Dos conceptos que se fusionan para demostrar que ideas creadas en lados opuestos del mundo, pueden
ofrecer resultados sorprendentes cuando se encuentran.
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farmacia de
los austrias

The Farmacia de los Austrias (De los Austrias Pharmacy) is placed in one of the most emblematic areas
of historical Madrid.
Our initial idea was to create a new space typology, in which tradition and vanguard merge in such a
subtle way that originate a slow and deliberate dialogue in which no element stands out of the rest,
creating an almost musical harmony.
Products are displayed in really thin metallic structures standing in the bluish walls, creating a sweet
and warm chromatic range that makes us feel at ease. This space transmits that we are attended by
real professionals, but with a more human touch than usual.
Some details such as the white marble counter help to strengthen the concept of the “well down job” that
oozes the old; while other materials like the tiled floor, embrace us in a warm and close atmosphere.
It is a project in which, due to its nature and small size, even the slightest detail has been taken
care of, creating an enormous sensory universe that makes the visitor enjoy a most gratifying experience.
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moremoto

In this motocross store, located in Madrid, there are obvious references to the esthetic of the
American discipline of the sixties and seventies. These are merged with touches of traditional
Japanese architecture and details of Persian tradition. Everything is delicately combined to offer
the client an image that dazzles, but with no fanfare. In this space the color has been used to
differentiate areas, and to add bright to the wood. The shop takes care of every corner and every space
where to enjoy our hobby. This makes the shopping experience unique.
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SANTA
CRUZ bikes

i couldn’t resist the power of riding fixed bikes after a trip to tokyo, where i fell in love with the
beautiful fixed bikes i saw there, then i started to assemble my first one and now i enjoy my light blue
trinity frame all over the city!!
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MUDVILLE

The Mudville shop project presented for
us a double challenge. Firstly, on the
functional side, because it sells
so different kinds of products that it
is really hard to exhibit them with
coherence. Secondly, we had to change
the undeserved bad concept that the
country motorcycle has nowadays.
In the end Mudville represents the best
of these two circumstances. We have
reinvented the motorcycle shops!
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GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR
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me
and
alex

that’s me after 7 hours riding
in the woods

israel and me afte
r the first
day race.

rvca longboard contest summer 2008

red bull romaniacs 2008 (www.redbullromaniacs.com)
this September i was competing with two friends (israel and harriet) at the red bull romaniacs, the
world’s hardest enduro rally. it consisted of 5 days riding in the carpathians, you wouldn’t believe how
beautiful they are. the woods, the rivers, the mountains.... when you get into the woods you have to switch
on your light because it’s completely dark.
when you step on the ground, you fall on a bed of leaves that comes up to your knees... it’s simply
incredible how the nature can take you and make you feel so small. Definitely, the carpathians is one of
those places where i would love to live in.
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SKATE
COLLECTIVE
In this case we have reinvented the traditional skateboard store. We wanted it to
have a very strong personality, different from the rest. In order to obtain the desired
effect, but without losing the identity and the original essence of skate, the store
concept was based on two pillars: on the one hand, we wanted to keep the plywood board,
which, together with the concrete, is the icon and natural texture of any skate park;
and on the other hand, we wanted that the space radiated the urban appearance of the
skate’s place of origin. We have used urban art but in its more avant-garde version,
showing in this way the cultural influence that the skate has had during the past 30
years.
We have tried to capture that inspiration in urban art by covering the walls with
photocopies of a traditional Japanese graphics, creating a very strong visual effect,
only softened by the warmth that the wooden containers transmit. At the same time,
these containers are exempt, allowing us to change the store in minutes, thanks to their
casters. This is essential in such a small place has given fast stock turnover.
In short, we wanted to pay homage to all those who have made skate a more cultural than
sports reference, one that has influenced many of us both in our personal and professional
lives.
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the flavor of the old New York has landed in the Ecko Unltd. flagship store in Madrid.
the origin of the brand was during the late eighties with a short collection of 6 t-shirts based on the
graffiti and hip hop culture.
in this case we wanted to show in the shop the taste of the old NYC, but with the evolution of an
established brand that becomes a giant during this two decades.
one more time we just use a few material to transmit the concept using the painted OSB boards that
reminds us the typical NY street and at list, the only structure that survive for years, the scaffolds
that you will find all around the city.
we have redefined this apparently chaos city on a white cool space, keeping the disorder from the best
NY.
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ecko unltd.
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REAL Madrid officiaL Shop
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women´secret
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STREET

306

GALLERY
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street gallery is a sneaker shop in madrid. the idea was to create a new typology of sneaker shop.
Common shops have their exhibitors at 1.2 m high and you can walk around them and see the faces of other
customers above them. in this case we have changed drastically this aspect. we want that people
can only see the sneakers during their visit!! we have created the exhibitors at 1.7 m high so that you
can see the sneakers and other customers’ feet under the wooden boxes, but not their faces.
the shop represents the street of any city, where you can see the houses at the horizon. the floor has
been done with the same concrete tiles that can be found in the streets of madrid. the walls have been
done with recycled wood panels, looking for the warmth we need to feel comfortable.
it’s not a noisy shop, it’s just a simple solution thinking of the users.

street gallery es una tienda de zapatillas en madrid. la idea era crear una nueva tipología de tienda de
calzado. las tiendas habituales tienen normalmente unos expositores de 1,2 m de alto más o menos, en los
cuales tú puedes ver al resto de los clientes paseando por la tienda o mirando ropa. en nuestra tienda lo
que hemos creado es unos expositores de 1,7 m de altura de manera que la parte de abajo queda libre. con
esta fórmula lo que conseguimos es que tú al visitar la tienda lo único que ves son zapatillas, tanto las
que están en los cajones de madera como las del resto de visitantes, sin poder ver sus caras a través de
los expositores.
la tienda se ha creado como si fuera una calle con sus casas al fondo. para conseguir este efecto se ha
distribuido en cuatro calles diferentes. el suelo se ha resuelto con baldosas de hormigón como las que se
utilizan en las aceras de madrid. las paredes se han cubierto de unos paneles de madera reciclada que le
dan el punto de calor necesario a la tienda para que nos sintamos cómodos.
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general view of the store, you can see the streets with the houses, clean
and simple, this is the language!!!

front view of the store. it’s like a small village!! so quiet....

the red house makes you think
of something dirty...
this project represents the power of the textures and the
concept with no ornaments.
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seraphita

inspired on the landscapes during the four seasons we have
develop this project for a shoes franchise. it is as simple that
you will think that it`s naked, we just want to make a sensorial
path where the user will feel different sensations including
the smell, touch, wonderful colours and textures for your eyes.
as a franchise we want it could be very flexible and we have
done just a box where the walls are painted on a neutral gray
to contrast with the warm and so natural oak wood that you
will find in the walls and floor, small trees where a beautiful
fabric flowers grow up from the walls to give you the sensation
of different landscapes depending of the fabric colours.
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japan
this picture was taken last winter from a plane coming back to madrid from tokyo. it had been snowing
all night and a white blanket covered the whole country. here you can see the volcanos and the deep
valleys with some clouds flying free like cotton. i told you, japan is wonderful!! do you understand now
where does inspiration come from?

november 2004 was our first time in Japan. since then, we go to Japan twice or three times a year. for
us it was one of the most important trips of our personal and professional life, because Japan is the most
inspiring place in the world. We love Japanese habits, their culture, the landscapes, the respect for
everything, the people, the politeness.... everything is different, and we interpret all this on our designs
creating pieces with an oriental taste. here you can see how “Japan” won our hearts forever.
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this is Stone´s Japanese experience!!
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rainy day in shinjuku.

small details of nikko.

woman working on a shrine in nikko.

the tap is smiling me at my hotel
in shinjuku.

a man taking out boiled eggs from the
water in hakone.

japanese details.
bridge in hibiya

sometimes is amazing how capricious nature will be,
look at this trunk going down mount fuji .

japan is plenty of small details that make japanese
the most special and sensitive people in the world. they
represent what i would like to be, and they show me
discipline and the love for the things well done. they
will bring you to the perfect balance between beauty and
function, nature and technology and love and respect.
cherry blossom in nikko.

we did it!!! we clibed the fuji on 3 hours!!!
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FOUND muji
objects iberia
The project started in 2011, and after having overcome many difficulties that
have arisen during this time, we feel that this is truly an achievement that a
some of our best craftsmanship has now been exhibited by Muji in Japan

We are especially honoured to have been chosen by Muji to collaborate with them in the Found Muji
Iberia project in Tokyo.
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A careful selection has been made from both Spanish and Portuguese artisan products that will be
sold in the following Found Muji shops in Tokyo: Aoyama, Jarakucho, Jiyugaoka, Ikebukuro, Shonan,
Osaka and Hakata.
It has been a very gratifying experience that has allowed us to return to the origin of our
tradition and we are really proud of exposing our culture to Japanese customers through this
small exhibition. We wanted to share in depth and to express just how much have enjoyed this
opportunity.
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gizo figures
in tokyo

here with muji staf f in ma
drid

having dinner with Yoshida san in asakusa!!!

eva with our frie
nd toru from idea
international.

sunset in ginza

geishas in kyoto. which one is a man?

eva after 14 hours flying...
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last February i was in the muji loft to
check a prototype and i got sick on the
plane during the flight. when i arrived
to tokyo i was coughing a lot and my
friend yoshida bought me this medical
mask. thanks, i really felt better!!
jimbo! the best japanese designer
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they are our good friends jin, yuki
and the big
gon!!
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STATIONERY
AREAS FOR THE
MUJI SHOPS.

*tradition
tradition understood as a trip to
the past, recovering the icon of
the first stationery items from
1989, using the same material
to show the value of the good
quality products.

*nature
japan is one of the countries
with most volcanic activity in
the world, having wonderful black
sand landscapes which remind you
that japan is boiling under your
feet, this makes you feel alive
and part of a nature that is
constantly changing.

tradition

nature

commitment

in this case, muji asked us about a new project to change their existing stationery areas in their shops
for a new concept that let them continue being the leader in this category.
we had to create a concept that shows the authenticity and the real values of the muji spirit. in this
way we were inspired by three concepts that let us create a new typology of exhibitor, keeping the
concepts of functionality and simplicity.
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*commitment
everything you do in
your life comes back to
you in a different way.
the commitment of a
responsible consumption,
is the only path we have
to walk for a better
future. we have to
create a "close circle
consumption" where all the
resources we use to create
the products are just the
beginning of eternal-life
items.
327

we use the table archetype because we think that stationery has to be exhibited on its natural space,
and nothing better than a table! it is an icon that everyone connects with stationery items, and at the
same time keeps the simplicity and functionality we need.
the lamp gives us warmth and becomes an item that everyone will recognize where the stationery area is.
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some sketches of the process where you will
see the evolution and details of every
elements that compose the final result.

*tradition. the structure and legs are made on aluminium like the first muji pencil.
*nature. the top of the table is done in black mdf with a very similar texture to the black sand and
the covers of muji notebooks.
*commitment. because we use a modular system containers made on recycled paper that means muji is
committed with the environment.
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manjares
de
navarra
It is a store that sells the typical products from
Navarre. Inspired by the fields and the tradition
of this Spanish region, in which warm materials
stand out, merging with the typical typologies
of gastronomic societies and with wine at the
epicentre of this idea, where a series of natural
wooden boxes piled on the walls solve the products
display.
This space, with its scenographic lighting, shows the
virtues of one of the wealthiest regions in Spain,
and in the best light.
Un local de venta de productos típicos de Navarra.
Inspirado en los campos y las tradiciones navarras,
en las que prima la calidez de los materiales
mezclado con las tipologías típicas de las
sociedades gastronómicas y el vino como epicentro de
la idea en la que una serie de cajas de madera natural
apiladas en las paredes resuelven la exposición.
Un espacio que, con una iluminación de carácter
escenográfico, muestra de la mejor manera posible
las virtudes de una de las regiones más ricas del
territorio español

this is the best present we never had, the amazing, wonderful, authentic
and powerful vega the earthquake!!!
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SNOW
PROJECTS
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GRANDVALIRA
FUNICAMP
the basecamp has always been the reference point from where any mountaineer begins his
dream. the place from which we look up bending our neck, valuing that variable that always
terrifies us of effort versus satisfaction. mountains have always have that irrational
magnetism that all of us that love it cannot control.
the Funicamp building, somehow represents that basecamp. that place where everything
starts, that gives us access to that dream and experiences factory that the mountain is. it
is the welcoming building to a magical place, in which comparing it to that basecamp, we
do nothing else but to enlarge an absolutely fascinating place as is our beloved mountain.
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GRANDVALIRA
SHOPS
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In 2017 we have been in charge of developing different projects at the Grandvalira ski resort. Among
others, we have done the new design of the reception and kids area at the Grau Roig ski school.
Also,
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we have created a new concept of shops for Grau Roig and Pas de la Casa.
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GRANDVALIRA
pas de la casa
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The shape of a mountain inspired us to create the new access to pistes at the Pas de la
Casa ski resort. The elements used added color and life to a cold and dark space, and also
generated acoustic comfort in a place with so much movement.
All this, together with the wood and felt combination and the carpet on the floor, turned
the new ticket windows into a much more warm and comfortable space, where to wait to
enjoy a great day in the snow.
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TOP CLASS
The new VIP area of Top Class in Grandvalira needed to recreate a space where to develop
its activity as a school and where to offer a shelter for the most exclusive clients that are
looking for attention, service and quality in the coldest winter days.
To get to this aim, we have designed some furniture pieces that show all these values and
together with some rugs, they help to differentiate the spaces. With no doubt they satisfy
the client needs.
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COLL BLANC
Coll blanc’s remodeling was something that had to be done with much care. It is an emblematic
building, with 360º views over a snowed valley where you can feel as floating over the clouds.
We wanted to provide it with warmth and color because such a space surrounded by glass was tremendously
cold. We wanted to emphasize the location literally embedded in the mountain. This way we have
designed all of the elements with prismatic shapes, to highlight the fact that everything comes out of
the rocks. At the same time, we have worked with plywood in its natural color that together with the
chosen fabric provides the space with the wanted warmth.
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Another fact that we wanted to strength was its radial distribution. It is a building with a circular
shape and we were looking to offer panoramic views from the very first moment generating volumes,
textures and colors that end up in the same point.
The austerity and the election of different materials as concrete, natural pinewood and fabrics, make
from this project an inspiring space captured at a glance and that fits into the environment making the
user feel part of it.
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SOLANELLES
& CUBIL

Grandvalira projects represent a reinterpretation of local values and habits. Superfluous
elements have been sifted in order to obtain the essential ones only, which gives the
restaurant with an entirely innovative look. Pine wood and the warmth of wool upholsteries
contrast with its robust furniture, which has been designed to handle the hard treatment
received during ski season.
The clear image of an Alpine cabin emphasizes the warmth we have looked for in both
projects. With several furniture typologies we have created very distinct atmospheres
that coexist in perfect harmony, so the users can enjoy the choice of different options
according to their likes and personal needs. This wide range works with poetical accuracy
in unison, embellished with the amazing mountain views seen from its large windows.
Halfway between tradition and modernity, Solanelles and Cubil buildings emerge from
Grandvalira snowy mountains, and it is here where the latest restaurants designed by
Stone Designs can be found.
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It is a project that combines perfectly the best tradition of mountain villages with the modernity
of a simple and functional space. It focuses on enjoyment, taking care of every detail, in order to
make the user feel at home and find shelter during the hardest of winter days.
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cota 1900
Something as simple as a little bird in flight and the trail it leaves in the sky has been the inspiration
to create a whole space that breathes pure air and nature, told with a chromatic scheme that transmits
gentleness, kindness, hope and respect for the environment, which are the foundations in which the project
has been based.
The whole space has been solved exclusively with the furniture. In this way, we have not created
architectural barriers, making the most of all the premises’ meters. Furthermore, because the furniture
is the project’s protagonist, it can be easily adapted and reproduced in any other premises of the ski
station.
It is a fast food that will not leave anyone indifferent and will give all the customers that have the
opportunity to enjoy it cause to smile.
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It has the typology of a mountain village
made with bird houses, which is the
concept that drives the whole project.

me at the spanish snowboard
championships 1994.
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El nuevo proyecto que os presentamos es el restaurante Lapiaz en la estación de esquí de Javalambre en
Teruel.
Dentro del edificio del arquitecto José María Galve hemos creado un autoservicio y una chocolatería, en
los que una vez más hemos intentado que el usuario sea el máximo protagonista, dejándole disfrutar de un
espacio cálido y acogedor, lleno de referencias a las montañas que lo rodean.

lapiaz

The new Project that we present to you is the Lapiaz restaurant in the Javalambre ski station in
Teruel.
Within the building by the architect José María Galve we have created a self-service restaurant and
a chocolatería (a café serving hot chocolate as a speciality) where once again we have tried to made
the customers the main protagonist, allowing them to enjoy the warm, welcoming space full of references
to the surrounding mountains.
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the interior is just a reflection of the landscape. where the slender trees become strong
pillars in the interior.
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the lamps fly as a ghost trees making the people feel in a forest.
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even the coat hangers was design for the project imitating the old hunting trophies hanged on the
wall
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the perfect project!!
y por fin llegó el encargo perfecto!!!
después de mas de 20 años haciendo snowboard y mas de 12 dedicados en cuerpo y alma a este deporte
que me lo ha dado casi todo, llegaron dos encargos en una estación de esquí!!! como comprenderéis cuando
nos entró el proyecto en el estudio de mano del grupo aramón no nos lo podíamos creer, eran las mejores
condiciones para que stone desarrollara un proyecto. no solo hablamos de ideas inspiradas en la naturaleza,
sino que en este caso, estaríamos inmersos en ella y nos daría la oportunidad de que ambos proyectos
pasaran a formar parte de esos paisajes que tanto anhelamos en las ciudades.

finally the perfect project knocked our door!!
after 20 years snowboarding, living for this sport that has given me everything in my life,
two projects arrived to the studio for a ski resort, as you will understand when we received
the orders from the group aramón we couldn’t believe it. it was the best conditions for stone
designs to develop a project. we are not only talking about ideas inspired on nature, but in
this case we would be immersed on it, and we will have the opportunity to be part of that
nature that we missed in the big city.
the benefit of living in the motorhome is this
we spent two weeks on the motorhome off
beautiful sunrise
the map!!

eva found a lonely and nice husky.

the artist pepa working on
the cabin graphics
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desde el otoño del 2009 hemos
empezado a colaborar con el
grupo aramón, que gestiona varias
estaciones de invierno españolas.
Para ellos hemos rediseñado esta
cabaña en la que lo que pretendemos
es que cuando la nieve cubra todo
el paisaje la cabaña pase a formar
parte de él, creando los mismos
contrastes que crean los árboles de
alrededor.
last fall 09 we started
collaborating with the aramon
group, which manages several snow
resorts in spain, and we have
designed some restaurants for them.
with this shelter what we were
looking for was to make it being
part of the landscape when it is
completely covered by the snow,
and to obtain this effect, we
have used the same contrast that
the surrounding trees show.
394

el portillo
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we have created a real shelter where a red line done with a rope breaks the white
interior space.
the benches and the tables are done in birch wood representing the old mountain
shelters, but with some green paint details to be more dynamic.
the lamps are done as fabric tiles to make the space warmer .
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the artic view from the airplane!!!
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MADARAO
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ACTIVITY CENTER

The idea behind the concept, is to create an activity center inspired on the old indians philosophy,
where the whole tribe seat around the fire and share their best adventures. We have created a new
tipology where every visitor is atended on a big table on an easy and warmth way.

The big table in the middle of the site, represents the fire, and because in winter time they change
the activity to ski rental, we use the indians nomad way of life to create and space that will be
transform for winter and summer seasons.
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NOJIRIKO
RESTAURANT

we have reinterpreted many nordic
cultural icons on a new way, to
create the brand new Nordic Bakery.

A Nordic Bakery.
The concept for the Nojiriko restaurant is to create a beautifull scandinavian bakery specialized
on butter cookies. Something that it is very easy and combined with a tee or coffee it is the
perfect complemt. We will love to offer handmade cookies that will be baked on site, so all the
place will smell delicious and the visitors will enjoy the views with the best sweet on the
mountains.
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OFFICES
PROJECTS
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ANIMAL
MAKERS
TO DESIGN THE ANIMAL MAKERS OFFICES WE TOOK A LOOK BACK AT THE TIME OF NEW
YORK DURING THE 60S 70S AND 80S.
TIMES OF DECADENCE BUT OF GREAT ARTISTIC EXPLOSION.
POP ART AND STREET ART WERE MAINSTREAM AND THE NIGHT LIFE WAS CRUCIAL FOR
ARTISTS TO SOCIALICE AND CREATE.
WE DESIGNED FOUR FLOORS, AND TOOK A MAIN INSPIRATION FOR EACH OF THEM:
BASQUIAT, ANDY WARHOL,THE VELVET UNDERGROUND AND THE NELLS PUB.
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BASQUIAT
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ANDY WARHOL
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VELVET
UNDERGROUND
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TEADS TV

The project for the new Teads.tv offices is inspired by one of the ages that we love most, and that we
consider as the golden age of design: The 50’s in the USA and North of Europe. With no doubt, a turning
point in the design history.
Those years when the spatial race began and when publicity made people with limited access to
information dream. An era when it seemed, that dreams could become true.
In the aesthetics, we ran away from the current trends, in order to full this office with elements
that make from it a warm and, at the same time, contemporary place. All the spaces are thought by
and for TEADS. They are a reflection of the wishes that they have inside their hearts and that are
represented in a poetic way in their workspace.
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MOVISTAR
e-sports
center
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The first one, is the respect for the building where the project is located. The
Matadero Madrid. It is a building with a noticeable and symbolic architecture
in our city and we wanted to respect it. We have created a series of structures
that contrast in materials and co-exist with the building in an armonic way.

The project for Movistar Riders is supported by some values that are reflected in the esthetic and
functionality of the space that we hace created.
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In a second place, we have turned around what would be an easy resource in this kind of projects.
Instead of getting inspired by the esthetic of the gaming world, we thought that it was much more
important to get inspired by the team.
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The perception of the
visitors is “a serious
space” in terms of
business, where some
players are fully
dedicated to their
proffesion.

COCA-COLA HEADQUARTERS
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Hemos analizado todos los valores de Coca-Cola para diseñar sus oficinas centrales en España y que quede
reflejado en todo el proyecto su espíritu.
El nuevo interior es inspirador para todos. Un lugar en el que creamos nuevas tipologías de espacio de
trabajo para compartir, disfrutar y celebrar. Un espacio que invita a buscar nuevas soluciones, lejos de
las tradicionales. Creando espacios familiares y acogedores con el único objetivo de que los usuarios se
sientan como en casa. Un lugar cercano que ayuda a la comunicación sincera y fluida entre los compañeros,
donde se generan sinergias entre departamentos. Un edificio que se viva, que se entienda como un lugar en
el que vivimos y no solo trabajamos. Intentando también que cada zona de nuestra nueva oficina, dejara de
ser solo un espacio de reunión para pasar a ser un lugar en el que celebrar acontecimientos y éxitos.
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We have analyzed the Coca-Cola values to design their headquarters in Spain because we wanted to
reflect his spirit on this project.
The new interior is inspiring for everybody. It’s a place where we create new work space typologies to
share, enjoy and above all, celebrate. This space invites to look for new solutions instead of traditional
ones. We have created familiar and cozy atmospheres because we wanted people to feel like if they were
in their own home. A warm place where easily communicate with colleagues and where synergies are created
among departments. A building which is not only a place to work, but a place to live. We try to make every
zone in the new office not only a meeting space, but also a place to celebrate events and successes.
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wINK

The new Wink Offices merge all aspects
like closeness, warmth, simplicity, color
and functionality we like to work with
in our projects. We have interpreted the
digital world in the Stone Designs way.

With the film Tron as inspiration, where the motorbikes traced light lines over the table as if they were
tails, we have taken the lines and transformed them into a constructive and luminescent element. Combined
with a delicate pallet, those lines become the basis on which the project is structured.
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A constellation of prismatic lamps with different fonts
of light and colors fills up the space and provides it
with movement and depth, so that it breaks the ceiling’s
rhythm. These gives place to a symphony of lights and colors,
emphasized by the light of all of the volumes.
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In the same way, the furniture designed for the project is built on the edges of their
prismatic shapes and when they get empty, the effect is an extreme visual lightness. The
spaces have been treated in a mode that they look warm and comfortable, but functional at the
same time. This way, the exterior meeting rooms are provided with pieces of furniture that,
without divisor elements, offers the privacy that is need for casual meetings or to enjoy a
coffee with the colleagues.

table’s leg detail
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In the end the space reminds of a small villa where everyone feels at home and where
the quality of its materials, textures and colors try to inspire every morning when
everyone opens the office door.
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stone

designs

at
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the ymedia village.

This project for the Ymedia offices has been one of the greatest challenges we have ever faced, not only
for its size but also because the three different companies that make up the group (Ymedia, Wink and
Yperform) had their own needs, different from the rest.
Two principles ruled the project from the beginning: “the staff well-being has a direct impact in the
success of the company” and “all the people that work there have to feel at home”. A detail that reflects
these principles is the wall of pictures that can be found at the reception. It has been done with pictures
sent by the employees, which evoke something inspiring for them, and this makes them feel indispensable in
their great team.
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We have also used a small material range in order to have a coherent and simple vision, and working
with the colour in an intelligent way, always from its most emotive side, we obtain a warm and friendly
interior in which everyone, regardless their position, feels at home.
Natural oak is the predominant material, which confers the office this aspect of a cabin, and combined
with intense-colour fabrics, shows us how nature overwhelm Ymedia offices. Both the furniture and the
interior architecture have a clear landscape inspiration. They recreate with the table dividers a horizon
that disappears at dusk, or in the case of the directors’ offices, a small village in which they live
together with their teams in a natural, easy going, close and modest way.
Maybe one of the best qualities of this project is that the functional aspect has gone always together
with the most emotive aspect, making together a unique, comfortable and long-lasting place.
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MOKHOVAYA
BUSINESS CENTER
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The millenary tangram game gave us the key to solve all the common areas in a chaotic space. The
volumes in the walls fill up the space with a soft light and together with the restaurant, the shop and
the coffee shops, they compose inspiring rooms, where colors and textures have special relevance.
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EXHIBITIONS
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FINSA STAND

at a time when creative disciplines are being diluted in a sea of globalization, the concept of
transversatility is more present than ever.
every day the studios create more typologies of spaces and furnitures for the office enviroment, which
unfortunately we do not find in the catalogs, even in the best brands.
finsa, as leading brand in its sector, faces the new challenge of becoming a reference in the field of
design made to measure, offering avant-grade materials that adapt and help solve the demand of the
new prescribers. but not staying there, the idea of finsa is to offer materials that for their level of
quality, their mechanical properties and functionalities become solutions themselves, with a range of
avant-grade finishes that help to visualize the future of the new offices.
within this transversality came the idea of “directions”, a concept that talks about options. an idea
that tries to show the freedom to choose your own path. a road junction that takes you to different
destinations without limitations and leaving to your choice how to arrive. “directions represents the
vocation of a company such as finsa to expanding horizons, offering solutions that fo forward of the
present to project itself into the future.
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PERONDA STAND
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iNNERMOST STAND
Innermost, with their eclectic and daring collections, represents for us all the best from British
culture. When we met Steve, Russell and James, we immediately understood that by the strength of their
pieces and their design diversity of their pieces (although of them connected at the same time), it was
a company we were going to get along with very well. is they only way to explain their great success.

The only explanation for this is, without
any doubt, the passion and forwardness the
founders manage their company with. They
do not follow any trend or specific style.
They only attend to their long experience
and their instinct, something that
nowadays is almost impossible to find but,
in our opinion,
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It is a homage to a high-spirited culture, which has always characterised itself by its ability to adapt
and its global vision, expressing itself without any censorship and breaking away with the establishment.

When designing the stand, we wanted to reflect that “British made”
intense flavour which is not usually used as a quality, but that for us
represented an enormous value for Innermost.
In order to represent such a heterogeneous character, always in the search
for new expression opportunities, we were inspired by two cultural hints
that could not be more antagonistic. On the one hand, the most classical
English tradition we all know, and on the other hand the tumultuous culture
of punk.
Merging both styles we wanted to show that all Innermost creations are
non-conformist pieces which do not leave anyone indifferent. They are
made with an exquisite taste, taking care even of the slightest detail.
In this way, the new design of Innermost’s stand is a living creation,
which will allow us to keep doing all sorts of pranks on the different
shows in which it is exhibited.
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“my tokyo” exhibition is our personal homage to a city that has given a lot to us, and to Japanese
culture which has fascinated us since the very first time we had contact with its people, their
kindness and respect; and its colours with all their different tones and contrasts. It is all of
these values that have had a huge impact on both our professional and personal lives.
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Japanese company Nakagawa Chemical has given us the
opportunity to design this exhibition using their vinyls,
a material that has allowed us to express all these
sentiments in their deepest and varied aspects, taking
place in their design center, the CS Design Center,
Tokyo.

This exhibition is our personal gift, our
way of perceiving a city, and our way to
say “I love you”. It is the most sincere
and passionate view that we can offer
about, for us, the best city in the world.
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we have finished
!!! great success
during tokyo
designers week.

spainalight
Tokyo Designer’s Week 2011

Spainalight originates from an environment in which light acts as the
protagonist, and how it forges the character of Spanish design. An entirely
new concept, an exhibition space where large areas of light are mixed, giving
life to this collection. A space that praises Spanish designer’s diversity
and in turn, increases their value. An exhibition where the visitor’s
interaction will take on new meaning, and who in turn, become the true main
characters of this event, allowing you to enjoy and perceive with all your
senses, the quality and passion that the Spanish stamp on their products.
Light has provided our own language for both creators and manufacturers
alike, light that each day reminds us that we can shine stronger and that
those using our products deserve such effort; and light from the dusk reminds
in a gentle way that it is worth working towards tomorrow, offering better
products and new solutions every day.
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without the help
of the magazines
today we would
be nothing. thank
you very much to
all these people
who believed in
our project from
the beginning.
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BREVES | YMEDIA

OFICINAS YMEDIA
STONE DESIGNS.MADRID
Fotos: Cedidas por Stone Designs | Texto: Valentina García Plata | www.stone-dsgns.es

Hace unos años tuve la oportunidad de publicar un
reportaje sobre Stone Designs. El estudio defendía entonces que el diseño no saca los objetos de sus contextos funcionales, sino que los
aproxima a la cotidianidad. Tres años después,
Cutu Mazuelos y Eva Prego siguen aplicando
con coherencia esa misma premisa a un reciente proyecto de interiorismo realizado en
Madrid para las oficinas de Ymedia.
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En pleno Paseo de la Castellana, un espacio
de trabajo de 1.200 m2 ha resultado ser uno de
los mayores retos en materia de interiorismo
para este equipo madrileño. Porque ¿cómo
ser fiel a la cotidianidad en un lugar que debe
congregar a setenta personas con labores y
rangos diferenciados, y proyectar a la vez la
imagen de una empresa de comunicación y

publicidad? Pues aceptando que cotidianidad
es igual a simplicidad, y que esta se consigue
creando un paisaje conceptual sobre el que
imprimir la actividad humana.
Los árboles, por ejemplo, son percheros fabricados con un tubo blanco y salientes triangulares que parecen ramas. Se crea una puesta
de sol artificial cuando se ven en perspectiva
todos los separadores de mesa y lámparas de
una misma sala. El degradé de naranjas y rojizos recuerda las luces del sol en su ocaso.
Y todo ello sobre un fondo neutro de roble
claro para paredes, suelos y mesas, en contraste con los paños cromáticos. La madera y
la sobriedad del mobiliario aportan unidad a
toda la superficie útil, mientras que los colores
diferencian las áreas de trabajo también en las
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thank you so much to my girlfriend laura, and eva´s
boyfriend jorge.
and of course to my daughter vega, and eva’s sons pipe
and simon.
we hope you have enjoyed sharing with us the story of our
particular life. we really appreciate your friendship and
support. we only hope to make your everyday life a little
bit better, funnier and more comfortable.
and as surfers say, “open your mind and your board will
follow”

MADRID
c/playa de comillas, 20
28669, boadilla del monte,
(madrid), spain
tlf: +34 915 400 336
www.stone-dsgns.com
stone@stone-dsgns.com
MOSCOW
nowadays office
gagarinsky per. 19/3,
119034, moscow,
russia

TOKYO
soy labo, 11f ryowa palace,
33-6 wakamatsu-cho,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 162-0056
japan

moscow@stone-dsgns.com

tokyo@stone-dsgns.com

NEW YORK
160 west 16th street #1m
new york, ny10011
usa

SHANGHAI
thomas sun
rm 1203, 18 shunyi rd,
shanghai 200063

nyc@stone-dsgns.com

shanghai@stone-dsgns.com
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